
Solara® 3G Wheelchair 
SmartSelect™
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The invacare® Solara® 3G tilt-in-space 
wheelchair is now available in specific 

configurations with some of the most 

popular options to take the guesswork out 

of configuring a complex wheelchair.  With 

a standard weight capacity of 300 lb., back 

angle adjustment and seat width and depth 

growth, you can easily customize the Solara 

3G Wheelchair’s fit to match a specific 

individual’s needs.

color coded, rust-resistant zinc-plated 

hardware make adjustments easier. The silver 

hardware indicates a point where an adjustment 

can occur while black bolts are static.

Each chair has 4" of simple seat width and 

ample depth adjustability to accommodate a 

change in patient need.

The seat pan system is easily converted from 

flush mount to drop mount or vice versa utilizing 

the same hardware.

The unique tilt assist feature on all Solara 3g 

wheelchair makes tilting easier by reducing 

the effort required to tilt an occupied Solara 3g 

wheelchair. With three settings, front, middle 

and rear, the simple Tilt assist adjustments help 

to correct for uneven weight distribution.  

a fully welded steel frame provides a reliable 

tilt-in-space wheelchair for your facility. 

Transport Brackets (TrBKTS) have been 

designed to allow for more access to the rear tie 

down points without additional steps needed.

For more information about chair 
specifications, contact your invacare 
Sales representative or visit,
www.invacare.com/rehab

adjustability. reliability. Serviceability.

color coded hardware

Seat pan system

Width & depth adjustability

Transport brackets (TrBKTS)

Tilt assist feature

all frame color in photography are used to show chair features. limited color selection available through 
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invacare® Solara® 3G Wheelchair SmartSelect Features:

AdjustAbility. ReliAbility. seRviceAbility.
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